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EDITORIAL

A

long with most people in the world, I have been very
aware of covid-19 and how this virus is affecting the
world. I am also aware of political issues that have
been plaguing many countries resulting in what almost

seems the inevitable violence. We are a strange species. I wondered
what the next year might bring and thought it might be helpful to
ask some friends what they were thinking about. When Matt and I
were discussing what to do for the January issue, the idea that we
might publish what our friends are thinking emerged.
The next piece of the puzzle was in relation to my focus over the past year on the concept of
possibility. Possibility can be hard to grasp. We cling to what we know and seem so cautious and
even resistant to what is yet to be known. Prediction is an almost silly process because we can
only predict with what we know. So, we decided that “predictions for 2021” was not the best
question. It became clear that the better question to ask is about the “possibilities for 2021”.
By the end of our conversation, we had the theme for this issue – Reflections and Possibilities.
Then came the task of asking friends to write something despite everyone being very busy. It was
impossible for some and they have all expressed their disappointment. But, to my amazement
and joy, 19 esteemed colleagues have been able to share their thoughts and their feelings both
about 2020 and for 2021. Each author has included a very personal glimpse into their heartfelt
imaginings for the future. I have been astounded by each message and also by how much I have

I hope you find something special in this issue, perhaps many things. I cannot thank the
authors enough for how they have responded to my wishful email sent a few weeks ago. I have
come to realize that there is more of me that will emerge in 2021. I will discover this through
the experiences of my life, just as it has been happening since I was born. My “road of reality”
trails behind me, and my “sphere of possibility” is waiting to envelop me as soon as I step into
the next moment. There is always something more.
RICHARD HILL | EDITOR
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Psychotherapy during the Covid era:
Virtue out of necessity
by Fabio Sinibaldi

2020

was an excep-

is not just unrealistic, but often counterproduc-

tional year. It

tive.

has given us the

opportunity to test ourselves as professionals
and as people, tackling new conditions and facing significant external limitations. One of the
most interesting revelations is that these extreme conditions have placed different aspects
of human nature under the microscope, amplifying not only defects and dysfunctions but also
our incredible resourcefulness.

A lot of people try to keep an illusion of control over the external world and their lives, for
example, by delegating any form of responsibility to inflexible beliefs or to a blind trust
in technology or other external factors. These
systems rarely create a real sense of safety.
Instead, they prove their weakness in the moment that, having put them in place, the person
remains riddled by doubt, worry or the memory

We have been able to observe this phenomenon over various levels: beliefs, needs, motivations, body-mind interaction, self-care ability,
priorities and so on. In this short article I would
like to share the five themes that I encountered
most frequently in daily clinical practice and
that emerged most significantly during clinical
practice and supervisions for community of Integrative Sciences professionals (AKA the HUB).

of stressful experiences.
If we go and look at how our brain works
when managing Uncertainty we can take an interesting new perspective: we are not helped
(or not much) by having great control over unpredictable facts, rather - to feel safe and confident - we need to be able to count on the flexibility and efficiency of our plans and behaviour
in managing unpredictability. This type of process can be summed up in a north-European
saying I love that says: “There’s no such thing

1. The (false) myth of predictability
There has been a lot of talk about predict-

as bad weather, just bad clothing.”

ability and uncertainty in the past few months.
In every situation, however, life is only ever
predictable and controllable to a certain degree.
This is true even in the most favourable of conditions. Humanity has often made the mistake
of pursuing a vision of totalitarian control that

2. Science, faith…or psychological bias?
The first anti-Covid vaccines are starting to
be rolled out in some countries as I write. Skirting the sensitive debate surrounding this and
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other vaccines, I am interested in highlighting

precious gift for us to protect and nurture.

that many people pursue the hope of a vaccine,

In addition to this, as we know, its connec-

as a solution to help them get back to normality.

tions (brain-intestine axis, vagus nerve, etc)

This attitude reminds us of what Bion described

with our thoughts and emotional experience

as a state of ‘messianic expectance’ or, in oth-

are two-directional and critical to our overall

er words, a mental state where responsibility

health. As modern psychotherapists that base

is divested as people await an external magi-

their practice on solid scientific foundations, it

cal solution that will generate perfect results.

is our duty to intervene on all these elements in

At the same time, we see many people hoping

synergy to support our patients as best we can.

that they are ‘lucky enough’ not to catch the
virus. A lot of people have tried, and continue to correctly try, to aid fortune with external

3. The forgotten body

instruments (masks) and attitudes (social dis-

The lockdown has highlighted that for many

tancing). By contrast, only a few are concerned

people there is, clearly, still significant confu-

about ensuring their immune system is strong

sion between states of activation and/or physi-

enough and fully functioning – a determinant

cal dysfunction and mental or emotional states.

element in defining asymptomatic and symp-

I say “still” because, in the past few years,

tomatic cases, serious and less severe cases (in

we have witnessed the spread of concepts and

various pathologies, not just viral ones).

therapies based on awareness, on mind-body

Our immune system should be the most

integration, on the introduction of key concepts
such as embodiment and enactment. However,
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for most of the population these remain widely

behavioural factors, rather they develop a se-

unknown issues.

ries of negative evaluations of themselves and

As a matter of fact, during these periods of
social isolation and lockdown in the home, we

the world arounds them such as “life is rubbish
because of lockdown”, “I am anxious” etc.

have witnessed a lot of anxiety that boils down

To regain control over these processes it

to a lack of movement, to spending too much

is critical to recover awareness. To do so op-

time in front of blue screens (that completely

timally, we need to consider that in this spe-

alter all our neurobiology), to constantly fo-

cific situation it is extremely effective to work

cusing eyes on close-by objects because we are

on dynamic awareness to reactivate the body to

always within the home (this is not a state in

perceive it better. We can, therefore, combine

which our safety mechanism works well as it

traditional awareness techniques and exercis-

is based on long-distance vision to anticipate

es with a series of slow or counter-intuitive

risks). In addition to this, people holed up at

movements (especially useful to reorder senso-

home are bored and keep eating, mostly sugars,

ry perception ad physical maps) or changes of

thus hyperactivating the mind (peaks in insulin

state (for example changing the temperature of

favour rumination and inflexible thought pro-

the shower while we meditate or using a sen-

cesses) and over-exciting the body (favouring

sory-emotional reset technique such as the Re-

inflammatory states).

boot techniques), and using transformative or

Almost no one attributes their agitation and
negative thoughts to physical, metabolic and

tactile sensory alteration activities (when you
are cooking for example) and so on.
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4. Facing the truth: life choices that need to
be reconsidered

main culprit. We need to ask ourselves: what

The lockdown has led a lot of people to live
extreme circumstances and reconsider different aspects of their lives, for example realising
they no longer get on with their partner, that
they find their job is not satisfying and devoid
of meaning, discovering they are less daring
and passionate than they originally thought.
The processes these situations have cast light
upon are varied: living in forced close quarters;
no longer having sport or other interests as an
outlet; or even, absurdly, negative reactions to
conditions that had previously been desirable,
such as not spending hours in the car to get to
work, not having routine and rhythms dictated
by others or any other habits that are no longer

happened to my interests? Why did we not
tackle our relationship problems earlier? What
deep-seated and fundamental needs have not
been satisfied in the last few years? Often, life
is set up to respond to a need for balance dictated by a contingency (climbing the career
ladder, paying the mortgage, having small children, etc) that consolidates into a lasting habit
that is difficult to sustain.
5. Fluid digital settings
One last reflection is on how psychotherapy itself is carried out. This too has changed
in the last few months. A new familiarity with
online sessions, enabled by increasingly flexible
and opportunity-rich technological tools, has

in existence.
However, as often happens when a dream
comes true, it is not as we’d expected. Instead,
a lot of people realised that their lives, living
them for what they really are, without impositions and external structure, were not what
they wished for.

In all these situations lockdown is not the

made it easy to experiment with new ways of
working. Personally, I like to experiment with
different options, and I invite all the various
participants in our courses to be creative and
flexible. Some of the modes I have found to be
appreciated by both patients and psychotherapists follow.
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•

It is easier to organise sessions of dif-

sion or, vice versa, connecting two cam-

ferent lengths now we are all mostly at

eras to look at face and posture at the

home: these can be 20 to 90 minutes

same time).

session depending on their effectiveness
for the patient and can be varied each

•

they can easily carry out their session

time depending on the specific thera-

in different settings (lying on the bed

peutic plan for that session or period.
•

•

If patients use their mobile or laptop,

and carrying out psycho-physical tech-

It is extremely interesting to be able to

niques in utter comfort), or while cook-

record and review sessions with the pa-

ing or eating (to work on their relation-

tient, analysing their communicative or

ship with food in context), or while they

physical reactions objectively and from

play the piano if you are working on an

different points of view.

artist’s performance or to facilitate an
emotional mode, if that is their passion.

At the same time, but from the opposite perspective, it is sometimes useful to deactivate the camera to favour
more introspection or focus on specific
expressive processes (deactivating the
camera to concentrate on vocal expres-

These are just some of the opportunities that
have spontaneously emerge as we utilise our
“incredible resourcefulness”. From necessity
comes many things.

Fabio Sinibaldi, PsyD is based in Italy with an international career spanning more than 20 years. He
is an expert in Integrative Sciences (neuroplasticity, brain and mental metabolism, brain networks,
neuroanthropology, primal social intelligence, mental-postural-emotional-motor flows, and more).
Founder of the Association for Integrative Sciences and of the Real Way of Life research and training
institutes.

Discover Fabio’s latest book:
The Switch: The Science of Change – The
complete guide for driving effective change.

Working as a clinician, researcher and trainer, he
has developed several integrative models and techniques to manage psychosomatic diseases, chronic
stress, trauma, self-regulation and emotions in a
targeted way. His last book is The Switch: The Science of Change – The complete guide for driving effective
change. Fabio holds online and live seminars and attends congresses as a speaker in different countries
and languages.
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